
Date 29-June 2003

Hare Lord Raleigh/Cracker

Venue Milton Heath

On On The Bush
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FOXGLOVES!
IN FLOWER AND ON

FLOUR!
first check (a check which
would in fact have allowed a
glimpse of Milton Heath...)

We must I think blame Supa
for calling the pack across the
A24 as the solution to a back
check; he had in reality
muddled out-trail with solution
and had no idea what he was
up to. These Guildford men...
In reality it was a back check,
though we should have got
there via a perfectly safe
tunnel; indeed Puffer and FRB
came within ambs ace of
finding the flour before
anyone had even reached that
check circle.

Credit where credit is due.
Since Lord Raleigh is famous
for setting disastrously
confusing, or even illegal,
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cock-up....) Not many of us
saw this enigma; Dissa, who
had long before found in-trail
when the rest of us were
finding out-trail, had called the
pack on without troubling
himself over niceties like
reaching a check circle. These
Guildford men...

The On-In conclusion to the
trail was dominated by the
Pied Piper family circle: the
great man, his wife, his
brother, his nephew (the last
two front-running virgins) and
a small fan club. (Well, Dissa
and FRB, to be precise). To be
sure we found at the bucket
not only the wounded such as
Ear Trumpet but also
dissidents such as Tosser,

trails, it must be
acknowledged here that this
was a good, intelligent, well-
laid trail in almost unfamiliar
territory. The sun shone, the
Knitting Circle under the
determined leadership of JM
Bonn Bugle got completely
lost and (again!) missed the
ceremonies, and a good time
was had by all. True, the trail
did present its own oddities;
the flour at times lasted only a
few yards after the check was
solved before the next check
came into view, at others there
seemed to be no check at all,
only a remote solution, and
above Cold Harbour lane we
came to two check circles
separated by a bar. (Code, I
suppose, for bollocks and a

doing their own thing; but
there was plentry of beer to
comfort us.

Sweeping aside the
agonised remonstrances of
the RA, Tequil’over called
the Circle while the JM and
her chums were still
elsewhere (just as well, as
we have seen); but Arfur did
her work womanfully, after
we had saluted the virgins
and  the returners (Ivor, and
the other Velcro, even
though this worthy was
scornful of Surrey speed) All
in all a fine celebration of the
feast of Sts Peter and Paul.

ON ON     FRB

We found Knoll Road fine
and dandy, despite the hare’s
anxiety at the reference to
Milton Heath - which is next
door but remained unvisited.

We none of us knew what
WYC meant, nor yet what to
make of the quiverful of flour
arrows adorning the
carriageway. The answers
turned out to be mutually
contradictory - WYC = (park)
Where You Can, whereas the
arrows meant “Park here, and
nowhere else”. It seemed an
inauspicious start, with the
superb monkey-puzzle tree an
alarming omen; it quickly
became worse, with the co-
hare ordering us to ignore
Lord Raleigh’s out trail and go
at once to the solution to his

WEYBRIDGE 1000TH!!

A few tickets are available
still for this memorable
event, @ £25 a throw.

July 12th/13th. Talbot Inn
Ripley. (Surrey will be there
anyway on the Sunday, for a
joint run courtesy of Mother
Brown and Tosser).

So why not make a
weekend of it? (And ensure
that far from its being
memorable, you are unable
to remember a thing...)

Tickets from Chunderos
(sic, or sick, take your pick)
on 01372 454907.
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Receding Hare Line all at 11 am sharpRun 1473

Date 06-July

Hare Dr Death/Hans der S

Venue Horsell Common

On On Bleak House

SSA (New) 48 4B

OS

THE MUSICAL SOUND OF WINEGLASSES!

Another date to oust any other clutter in your diaries!

Weekend 10th to 12th October 2003: Swiss Vineyard
Hash!
Ear Trumpet’s masterpiece - our most ambitious
excursion yet. Modes of transport to include Easy Jet
flights, coach, mountain railway, and chamois-back.
Geneva, Montreux, and various peaks...
A weekend dedicated to drinking, hashing, drinking,
eating, drinking, dancing, drinking... plus some wine
tasting, naturally.
We can only estimate costs when we have a first feel for
numbers. Contact Ear Trumpet, FRB, the Onsex e-mail, or
any official, but do so SOON!

1474 13-July Tosser/Weybridge Ripley

1475 20-July Abba/Greenpeace

1476 27-July Stilton

1477 3-Aug Country B/Tako Belle Birthday Run

1478 10-Aug Supa/Dissa

1479 17-Aug Dormouse/Bob Wood

1480 24-Aug Rainman/G & Tea Leatherhead

1481 31-Aug Tee-Total Birthday Run

1482 07-Sep Called Away

1483 14-Sep FRB/Atalanta Prince’s Coverts

1484 21-Sep Made Marion

Two Aerials meet on a roof - fall in love - get married.
 The ceremony is unimpressive but the reception is
brilliant.
  Man goes to the doc, with a strawberry growing out
of his head. Doc says "I'll give you some cream to put
on it."
   A guy walks into the psychiatrist wearing only cling
film for shorts. The shrink says, "Well, I can clearly see
you're nuts."
 A man takes his Rottweiler to the vet. "My dog's cross-
eyed, is there anything you can do for him?"
 "Well," says the vet, "let's have a look at him"
 So he picks the dog up and examines his eyes, then
checks his teeth. Finally, he says "I'm going to have to
put him down."
 "What? Because he's cross-eyed? "
 "No, because he's really heavy".

Directions:
From Six Cross Roads rbt  on A320 Nth of Woking,
take Chertsey Rd sp Chertsey and M25 jcn 11.  Pub
is < 0.5 mile on right.  Park considerately !


